This paper, explain solution to find the 92 solution of n-Queen problem based on GA (Genetic Algorithm). The n-Queen problem become a Widespread platform for the AI researcher for implement their intelligence algorithms and try them. The Genetic algorithm used to solve the problem and each chromosome is be a solution for the problem and depending on the steps of the GA, The 92 solution, all possible solution for 8 Queen problem is founded. The represent of each chromosome have been by using one dimension array with size equal 8 contain only the queens which represent a one solution and the empty location are aborted to reduce the searching time.
INTRODUCTION
Researchers and scientists offered various Heuristic algorithms for optimization by modeling from physical and biological processes in nature, which often operate collectively. Heuristic algorithms against classic algorithms operate randomly and search along with the space. The other difference between them is that Heuristic algorithms don't use space gradient information. These kinds of methods just use fitness function for guiding the search, but because of having intelligence as type of collective intelligence, are able to find solution. Examples of these algorithms includes inherited algorithms that have inspired by Genetics and evolution science (1975) , simulated annealing by modeling from thermodynamics observations (1983) , immunity algorithm by simulating human defense system (1986), searching ants population by simulating ants behavior in finding food (1991), and optimization particles swarm by following birds social behaviors (1995).
RELATED WORK
Previously, lots of work is done on this problem. K. D. Crawford in [2] , applied Genetic Algorithm and have discussed two ways to solve n-Queen problem. Ivica et al. provided a comparison of different heuristic techniques in [1] . The techniques include Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search and Genetic Algorithm.
We found no solution to the problem based on Ant Colony Optimization. So, we can say that this is first ever application of ACO to the n-Queen problem. In order to apply ACO, we first organized the search space. We then discussed a few modifications in the calculation of some parameters for ACO.
We have added a few constraints in basic ACO as it cannot be applied directly to the n-Queen problem. A detail discussion on all these is provided in the subsequent sections.
N-QUEEN PROBLEM
For each an n x n chessboard we know how much the maximum number of queen can be placed, so there is no one attack the another, is equal to n. One of the classical combinatorial problem is the eight queens problem which is a method of putting the eight queens on a board with 8 x 8 size such as chessboard and each one unable to capture any another queen. The 8 queens problem was generalized as putting n queen in a way that non-attacking between the queens. The number, of the ways to putting n of queen on the board without any attacking for the first eight n different ways, are 1, 0, 0, 2, 10, 4, 40, 92 [4] . So poor, weak, algorithm for find the solution for the n-queen problem, which depending on pleasing a one single queen in row, and that placements reduce the conflict in the rows. because each queen must be in a one row and different from another row and column, we will use solution representation as n-tuples (q1 ,q2 ,..., qn ) that are permutation of n-tuple (1,2,..., n). Using this representation, guaranteeing no rook attacks. This leads to reduce the rate of complexity of problem since to solve part of the conflict. Figure 1 explain 4-tuples for the 4-queens problem (all (two) solutions in the 4-queens problem are shown). Since the n-tuple representation eliminates row and column conflicts, the problem have only in the diagonal attacks between queens. Accordingly, the fitness function 3 should count diagonal attacks. The 2n-1 "left" and 2n-1 "right" diagonals have to be checked ( Figure 2 ), but there cannot be a conflict on the first and last diagonal (such diagonals consist of only one field) so that algorithm only will check the 2n-3 "left" and 2n-3 "right" diagonals in which the conflict will founding [3] . Fitness function will return value equal to zero if and only if there is no conflicts and this will be correct solution. A queen that occupies i-th column and qi-th row is located on the i+qi-1 left and n-i+qi right diagonal. i-th and j-th queens share a diagonal if:
Equation (1) represents "left diagonal" and on the other hand the vice versa. And this leads to O(n) complexity of the fitness function.So that each new solution will be differs from the previous solution only in two positions, After that calculating the new value of the fitness function can be by observing the 8 diagonals that directly found the change depending in the number of queens.
GENETIC ALGORITHMS
One of the search and optimization procedures, which based on 3 main principles: first selection, then crossover and the mutation, the Genetic Algorithm. In Genetic algorithm the solutions are represent as a chromosome in an individuals that are estimated using function known as the fitness function which represent the correctness of each solution in the individual [5] . The genetic algorithm depending on a Basic structure of which shown in the following list:
A random population of individuals (potential solutions) is created. All individuals are evaluated using a fitness function.
Certain number of individuals that will survive into next generation is selected using selection operator. Selection is somewhat biased, favoring "better" individuals.
Selected individuals act as parents that are combined using crossover operator to create children.
A mutation operator is applied on new individuals. It randomly changes few individuals (mutation probability is usually low).
Children are also evaluated. Together with parents they form the next generation.
The first step is randomly and always the fitness is computing after it. Steps 2.-5. are repeated number times depending on a given times of iterations which have been set in the start, solution improvement rate falls below some threshold, or some other stop condition has been satisfied [6] . One modification of this basic structure is a 3-way tournament selection used here. Instead of selecting individuals from one generation to the next, selection and crossover are performed continuously. First, the three individuals usually selected completely depending on random. Then, the two individuals which have the high fitness value and near to stop condition are combined using crossover to produce a new offspring from two old random solution and will replace the worst individual. There is no clear distinction between generations. Individual representation and fitness function for n-Queen problem were presented in the previous chapter. It is also important to design suitable crossover method and mutation operation that will operate on n-tuple representation.
Mutation operator which was use very simple: its depending on randomly, for a given tuple, select two positions and change the numbers between themselves. This lead to creates a new individual, similar to the original one, and of the tuple is preserved. An example is given in figure 3:
Fig 3 : Mutation Operator
There are several of different possibilities for a crossover operator. One of this version is equivalent to the mutation operator: swapping two random positions in a tuple. Obvious drawback of this operator is that it does not combine genetic material of parents [7] .
Another crossover operator is PMX1 crossover. It is similar to much to the two-point binary crossover . First step is random selection of two positions within chromosomes and exchange of genetic material:
Fig 4: PMX crossoverfirst step
In most cases, this will result in invalid tuples, since numbers in a tuple must be unique. Second step in PMX crossover eliminates duplicates. In the example above, number 2 occurs at positions 1 and 4 in the first offspring. The 2 at position 4 is newer (from the crossover), so the 2 at position 1 is changed into 3 that was at position 4 before the crossover [8] .
Fig 5: PMX crossoversecond step
The third operator is designed for 3-way tournament selection: parents are compared, and equivalent positions are copied to the offspring. Other positions in the offspring tuple are filled in randomly, but care is taken to preserve tuple validity. If parents are equivalent, one of them is replaced by a randomly created tuple to avoid chromosome duplication. 
N-QUEEN WITH GENETIC
The GA is implemented for solving 8-queen problem in order to find all 92 correct solutions. The algorithm starts by initial solution.
Each chromosome is represented by one dimension array with size equal to 8 and this the idea which reduce the space search.
Each position refer to row in 8*8 board and the value containing in the position is represent the Colum number for example:
Where number 2 refer to the Colum 2 and the array position which equal 0 refer to the raw so the queen location is [0,2].
Algorithm: Genetic Algorithm:
Input: Initial random solutions.
Output: All possible solutions for eight queens problem.
Step1
Generate 92 random solutions.
This was done by initializing 92 chromo-some (with length of 8), This is the initial population for GA.
Step2
Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome (solution).
Step3

Rank the chromosomes dep-ending on their fitness's values
Step4 apply the crossover and mutation on each pair of chromosomes to generate new solutions.
Step5
Repeat the steps 2,3,4 until rich to the stop condition. 7 1 3 0 6 4 2 5  8087  4 6 1 5 2 0 3 7  4817  3 1 4 7 5 0 2 6  2499  1 4 6 0 2 7 5 3  3355  3 7 0 4 6 1 5 2  8448  5 2 6 3 0 7 1 4  1502  2 4 1 7 0 6 3 5 The result is good special in number of solution and for future can applying another meta heuristics algorithm and comparing the result with this research.
From table 1 there is a solution founded by repeat the algorithm 13 times and this is the faster solution founded between the 92 solution.
Another solution founded after repeat the solution 169369 and this difference related to the randomization in initial solution and the random in the solution steps.
CONCLUSION
This paper found the total aver able solution 92 by applying the GA. Each chromosome represent by one dimension array with size equal to 8. This representation reduce the empty cells which required more time comparing with our representation. The one array hold the 8 queens for one solution and depending on it the GA applying and the fitness calculated.
